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GOOGLE REVIEW

27 Av. Bayview, Pointe-Claire, QC H9S 5C1
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Give your opinion reviews
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Jim Lougheed
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Dave and his team did a great job on our foundation. Professional, friendly staff. Excellent work and good clean up after the work was finished.
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Great, friendly service. Gave accurate estimates. Professional and clean, everything was paint-free by the end of it. Precise lines between with dark and light colours, and even textures throughout the walls. Would recommend to anyone
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The team@findecor were amazing! I changed my windows from white to black and needed to paint my soffit, Garage door and front door that were white. I researched and found findecor online. Great reviews so i called up Dave. I was apprehensive about the shade of black and if it would match the windows. I'm a picky guy and I gotta say they did an amazing job. Showed up on time, cleaned up and did a great job
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In 2013 we had FinDecor paint the aluminum siding of our house from a boring white to a bold green. They were quick, professional and courteous throughout the entire process. Today, seven years later the house still looks great, no peeling or obvious signs of "age". I can recommend FinDecor without any hesitation.
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We were truly impressed with the team at FinDecor. They understood the urgency of our project, came super quickly. They started early in the morning and worked hard and efficiently. We had all our windows, soffits and garage door painted from white to black in one day, which gave our house a brand new modern look. The paint used was high quality and the paint job perfect. In fact, all my neighbors have been commenting on how good the house looks. Definetely recommended in order to give your house a new modern look.
Thanks guys for a great job!


Read all reviews







Oops!
This page cannot be found.
Please come back later. If the percis problem please contact us via the contact page. 
 Thank you for your understanding!
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Request a free quote
Submit your project and we will be happy to contact you! Please include your photos and details of your project, this will help us get a better idea of the work to be done. Thank you!
Note that sending a filled form with pictures is required to get a quote.
  
	Nom*


First



Last


	Courriel*


	Téléphone*

	Adresse*


Street Address


City


Postal Code



	Details

	Langue*	

Please contact me in English

	

Merci de me contacter en français




	
	Please send us photos of each facade as well as some close-ups to allow us to see the condition of your building.*	[image: facade commerce pour peindre]Facade


	[image: mur de brick rapproche]Close-up





	Photo
Drop files here or 
Select files

Accepted file types: jpeg, jpg, png, pdf, tiff, Max. file size: 10 MB.


Accepted files: jpeg, jpg, png, pdf, tiff and heic

	Consent* I accept the Privacy Policy and Cookie Policy.*

	CAPTCHA

	Name
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.
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